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In SoN1 and SLEEMAN (1987) a family of polynomials is introduced which are related with the coefficients in a 
uniform asymptotic expansion of a class of integrals. In this expansion parabolic cylinder functions (Weber 
functions) occur as basic approximants and the resulting series is of Bleistein type. In the present paper a 
family of rational functions is introduced, and the two families form a biorthogonal system on a contour in 
the complex plane. The system can be viewed as a generalization of the families {zn} and {z-n- 1 }, which 
occur in Taylor expansions and the Cauchy integrals of analytic functions. Explicit representations of the 
rational functions are given together with rigorous estimates. These results are used to establish conver
gence of expansions of certain functions in terms of the polynomials and the rational functions. The main 
motivation to study this system stems from the above mentioned problem on the asymptotic expansion of a 
class of integrals. It is shown how to use the system in order to construct bounds for the remainders in the 
asymptotic expansion. An instructive example is worked out in detail. 
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l. INTRODUCTION 

Let { P n ( t)} denote the system of polynomials defined as follows: 

Po(t) = I, 
P1(t)=t/(y+l), y>-1, 

and for n ;;a.2, 

((f Pn(t)' = tY(t -b)Pn -2U). 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

where b is an arbitrary complex number. In (1.3) we may assume that -w< argt~w. However, the 
polynomials are defined in the whole complex t-plane. For n;;a.I and -w< argt~7T, 

-y I 

P2n-i(t)= 1
1 j{t 2 -u2 -2b(t-u)}n-luYdu, (1.4) 

2n - f(n) 0 

and 
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This system of polynomials for real t was developed by SONI and SLEEMAN [3] in connection with the 
uniform asymptotic expansion of integrals of the type 

a 
I (TJ) = J tYe-1l(l'12-b1)g(t)dt, (1.6) 

v 

when O<a~oo, l1Jl---7oo, I arg1Jl~'7T/2 and the stationary point t=b>O approaches the critical point 
t = 0. In particular, if g (t) is analytic in some neighborhood of the origin and has the expansion 

00 

g(t) = L ckPk(t), ( 1.7) 
k =O 

then the expansion coefficients ck =ck(b, y) are continuous functions of b near b =O and for 
0~2b <a, I arg1Jl<'7T!2, JTJl---700, y>O, 

00 00 

/(y)"-'(2:c2kT/-k-I)yW.y-1('1)) + (~c2k+11J-k-I)Wy(T1), (1.8) 
k =O k =O 

where 
00 

Wy('I/) = jtye-1)(r'l2-brJdt. ( 1.9) 
0 

The coefficients ck are given in terms of the operator [3] 

(t -b)-I!!.._= 6D w - l = 6J/' 
dt , ( 1.10) 

and for n ;;;.o, t >0, 

(1.11) 

( 1.12) 

see [3]. Except perhaps for c0 and ci, the computation of the coefficients ck by this process is, in gen
eral, quite complicated. To make matters worse, in many applications the integral (1.6) is arrived at 
by a change of variable which is defined only implicitly ([l], [2,p.347]). In this paper we give an alter
native approach based on the complex function theory. If we assume that g(t) is analytic in some 
neighborhood of the origin and 

l 00 - = L c/>n(z)Pn(t), (1.13) 
Z -t n =O 

then formally, for some appropriate contour C, 

I ~ 00 I g(t) = -2 .J dz= 2:Pn(t)(-2 .fc/>n(z)g(z)dz). 
'TTIC z-t n=O '7TIC 

Now a comparison with ( 1.7) indicates that 

-2
1 .f<Pn(z)g(z)dz = Cn, 
'7Tl c 

and 

(1.14) 

(1.15) 

-2
1 . fPn(z)Pm(z)dz = 8nm· (l.16) 
'7Tlc • 

We prove that the relations (1.13) - (1.16) do indeed hold and that the system ({Pn(z)},{c/>m(z)}) is a 
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bi orthogonal system which for b = 0 reduces to the system ( { z n}, { z - m - I } ). In § 2 we define the 
operators /1,0: and the functions </>n(z), n =O, !, .... In§ 3, we state the main results, including the one 
mentioned above. These are proved in § § 5 and 6. Some preliminary results are given in § 4. An 
application of the expansion technique developed here to the uniform asymptotic expansions is dis
cussed in the last section. 

2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS. 

Polynomials P n ( t ). 
Pn(t) denotes a polynomial of degree n and the sequence {Pn(r)} satisfies (l.l) - (1.5). Furthermore, 

Pn(O) = 0, n = l,2, · · ·. (2.1) 

For other properties of these polynomials, we will refer to [3]. 

The integral operator 11• 

I 

Irf (t) = J<u -b)j(u)du, 
0 

where t may be a complex number. Also, 

(I,)1 = I, ' 

(J,r = I1U1)n- 1, n =2,3,. ... 

By (1.3) and (2.1), for -'TT< argt~'IT, we can write 

and 

(Y Pn(t) = /1(tY P11 -2(1)) , n = 2,3,. ... 

(tP2n-1(t) = (/1)n-l(t'1P1(t)), n = 2,3,. . ., 

( 1Pin(t) = (/1)"(tYPo(t)), n = 1,2,. ... 

The differential operator Elz. 

Also, 

d l 0zf (z) = - -(-j(z )). 
dz z-b 

Definition of { </>11 (z )}. 
The sequence { <1>11 (z)} is defined as follows: 

<J>o(z) = .l, 
z 

</>i(z) = z(z 1-b) + (z ~b)2 ' 
_ y d </>n(Z) _ 

</>n+2(z) - -z -d ( ) , n - 0,1, .... 
z zY(z -b) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

In (2.12) we may assume that -TT< argz~'TT, z=f=.O, z=f=.b, although we see by induction that <j>11 (z) 
are meromorphic functions of z in the whole complex plane; their only singularities are poles at z = 0 
and z =b. If we use the differential operator Elz, we can write, 
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(2.13) 

(2.14) 

and for n = I , 2, · · · , 

1 1 
'1>2n-1(z)=zY(~Un(-Y), c/>in(z)=zY(E>:t(--y+J)· 

z z 
(2.15) 

The sequence {<f>11 (z)} is defined uniquely by (2.10) - (2.12). The motivation to study these functions is 
provided by the following formal computations. Assume that l/(z -/) can be expanded in terms of 
the polynomials Pn(t), 

I oo 
- = 2: </>n(Z)Pn(t) 
Z -/ n =O 

(2.16) 

and that the expansion is valid in particular at t =O and t =b. Substitute t =O and Po(t)= 1 in 
(2.16). By (2.1) we obtain <f>o(z)= l/z. Now multiply both sides by (Y and differentiate term by term 
with respect to t. By ( 1.2) and ( 1.3), the resulting equation can be written as 

- 00 - y 1 
(I b)2:</>11 (z}Pn-2U)- ( ) + 2 - </>1(z). (2.17) 

n=2 z z-1 (z-1) 

For I =b, we obtain q,1 (z) as defined in (2.11). When we substitute for $1 (z) and simplify, the above 
equation reduces to 

~ ( )P ( ) _ { y + ---} 1 + 1 
11~0<f>n+ 2 z n 1 - z(z -b) (z -b)2 z -1 (z -b)(z -1)2 (2.18) 

1 OO 1 OO / 

- { Y + --2 } 2: <f>n(Z)Pn(t) - -::-b 2: <f>n (z)P11 (t). 
z(z -b) (z -b) n=O Z n=O 

By comparing the coefficient of P11 (t), 

- y 1 - l 
<Pn +1(z) - { z(z -b) + (z -b)2 }</>n(Z) (z -b) <f>n'(z) (2.19) 

which can be expressed as (2.12). 
In Theorems 1-3 of the next section, we establish the validity of (2.16) when \t\+2\b\<\z\. 
Finally, GlJ' is the operator defined by 

6D1 = Li]) = (z -b )- 1 fz , GlJ' = "DGJY' - 1• (2.20) 

This operator is used by Soni and Sleeman for computing the expansion coefficients in the expansions 
of type (1.7) as well as for the representation of the remainder in the asymptotic expansions of the 
Bleistein type [l]. Note that 

6LJll/(z) = (z-b)- 1(-E>:t((z -b)f(z)). (2.21) 

Furthermore, if 
00 

f (t) = 2: ckh(t), 
k =O 

then by (1.3) and (2.20) it follows that 
2n-I oo 

1-YGJY' /Y {f (t) - 2: ckPk(t)} = 2: ck+2nPk(l). (2.22) 
k =O k =O 



3. STATEMENT OF RESULTS. 
We will assume that y;;.O unless specified otherwise. 

THEOREM I. If <[>11 (z) are defined ~V (2.10) - (2.12). then for n=l,2 . ... , 

7 = _l_ ~ f(y+n -k) f(n +k + l) 
<1>211 - 1 ( - ) f ( y) /~' 0 k ! ( n - k ) ! 2k z 11 - k ( z - b )11 +k ' 

and 

1 ~ f(y + n - k + 1) f(n + k + 1) 
<1>211 (.;;) = f(y+ l) k~O k !(~ -k)!2k z" _-k +·1(z -b)" +·k · 

Furthermore, if z=fa~b. O:s;;;;~:s;;;;l, -'IT< argz=s;;;;'IT, y>O, then 

f(y+2n +I) JI ur- 1(1-u 2 )'1 
<f>211 _i(z)= (z-b)zY +2 +ldu 

I'(y)2"n! 0 (z-b+bu)Y 11 

and 

f(y+2n +2) J' uY(l-u 2 )" 
7 = z -b zY du 

</>in(-) f(y+l)2"n!( ) 0 (z-b+bu)r+ln+I · 
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(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

where the integration is along the straight line segment from 0 to 1. In (3.3) and (3.4 ), arg(z - b + bu) 
is chosen so that arg(z -b +bu)-+ argz as b-+0. 

By (3.1) and (3.2), the only singularities of <[>11 (z) are poles at z =O and z =b. As b-+0, these poles 
coalesce and then <[>11 (z) has a pole of order (n + 1) at z = 0. In fact, when b = 0, <[>11 (z) = k11 I z" + 1 where 
k11 is a constant depending on y and n. 

THEOREM 2. The series "2:.~=oP11 (t)</>11 (z) converges absolutely when O<(ltl+\bl)!(lzl-\bi)<l and uni
formly in the regions Q1J1: which satisfy 

<\r\ + lbl ~ ~ I I I I r.5,~Pri, lz\-lbl )....,.1-u<l, z >b. (3.5) 

THEOREM 3. Let lb I :so;; ,B. Then for all z and t, 

\t\ + 2,8<\z\, 
oc 

(z -t)-I = ~ P11 (t)<[>11 (z). 
n =O 

(3.6) 

For /3=0, (3.6) reduces to the standard decomposition (z -t)- 1 ="2:.~=ot"lz 11 + 1 , \t\<lz\. Theorem 3 
can be proved by using a result of SONI and SLEEMAN [3] for real z and then extending it by analytic 
continuation. However, to make the paper self contained, we give a proof which is of interest in itself. 

THEOREM 4. Let C be a simple closed contour, positively oriented, with z =O and z =b inside C. Then 
( {Pm}, { </>11 }) is bi orthogonal on C and 

(3.7) 

The above theorem gives a straightforward extension of the biorthogonal system ( { zm }, {z -n _,} ). 

The corresponding extensions of the Taylor and the Laurent series are given in the following 
theorems. 
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THEOREM 5. Let f(t) be regular in ltl~r and let jbj~,8<r. Then for itl+2,8<r, 

where 

00 

f (t) = ~ ckPk(t) 
k =O 

ck = -21 . jJ(w)<pk(w)dw 
'11"1 c 

and C is the positively oriented contour lwl =r. Furthermore, if 
n-1 

~(t) = f (t) - ~ ckPk(t), 
k=O 

then 

r .l!.1.±.i n lf I l~<t)I~ r-lt1-2,e< r-,8) fir~ (t). 

Another bound for the remainder is given by 

l{,j) (t)i.s:: <lti+,8)2m N 0 1 
:n.,2m ""' (2m) ! ' m = ' ' ... , 

where 

A is the triangle joining the points w=O,b,t respectively. 

The next theorem is analogous to the Cauchy inequality. 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

THEOREM 6. The expansion coefficients ck =ck(b) in Theorem 5, are analytic functions of b in lb I <r and 
for jbj:E;;;,8<r satisfy the following inequalities: 

s;: 2kf[(y + 1)/2 + k Jr 
!c2k-il""' rr<r+t)l2J(r-,8)2k !n~lf<z>I (3.14) 

and 

s;: 2kf(y/2+k + l)r 
lc2kl""' f(y/2+ l)(r-f3)2k +1 !n~lf(z)i 

Furthermore, 

I Is;: 2k f[(y+ 1)/2 +kl I 1(2k -Il(Bb)I 
c2k-I"""' f[(y+l)/2]f(2k) 0~~1u ' 

I Is;: 2kr<y12+k+t> i1t2k) 8 I 
c21c ""'f(y/2+ l)f(2k + 1) 0~~1u ( b) · 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

THEOREM 7. Let f(t) be regular in the annulus r:E;;;ltj:oi;;;R, R-r>4/3, lbl:E;;;,8. Then for 
r +2/3<1tl<R-2,8 

00 00 

f (t) = ~ ckPk(t) + ~ dk1f>k(t) (3.18) 
k =O k=O 

where 
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dk = 2~i fcJ(w)PK(w)dw 

and C is the circle lwl=r', oriented in the positive sense r<r'<R./3<r'. 

In the last theorem we provide two bounds for c•i'f1 (1 ~R2n(I) where ~ll,, is defined in (3.10) and L'D in 
(2.20). For real t the second bound is given by SONI and SLEEMAN [3]. 

THEOREM 8. If f (t) is regular in It I :o:;;;r, then for ltl <r. lbl :o;;;;{3<r, 

It -y 6j)" tY~2n(t )I :o:;;; 2n f(y/2 + n + 1 )r maxlf (t )I 
f(y/2+J)d2n+I ltl=r 

where <3l2n(t) is the remainder after 2n terms, 0] is defined ~y (2.20) and d = min{r -{3,r -ltl}; 

I -yAM ytill ( )I.,;:: 2nf(y!2+n + l) N 
t ·vt:ru2nt"""I'(yl2+1)f(2n+1) • 

where N is defined by (3.13). 

4. SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS. 
LEMMA 1. Let f (u) be locally integrable in [O, oo) and of exponential order a;;;.O as u--+oo. If 

then 

where 

PROOF. 

00 

F(z) = J e-:uf(u)du, Rez>a, 
0 

(a) for Rez>max (Reb,a), n =O, 1, ... , 
00 

(E>:)n(F(z)) = (z -b) J e -(: -b)ufin(u)du 
0 

I u 
fin(u) = .-2n J e-bv(u2 -v 2 ff(v)dv, 

II. 0 

(b) for Rez >a,z=f.b, 

(0 tF(z) = _l ±(n)2-k(n+k)!(-lf-kp<n-k>(z). 
z n! k=O k (z -bf+k 

00 

F(z) = J e-<z-b>ue-buf(u)du. 
0 

Using integration by parts, 
00 

F(z) = (z -b) J e-<z-b)ufo(u)du, 
0 

where f 0 (u) is defined by (4.3). The integrated term vanishes at both ends. Then 

Since, 

d F(z) 
dz (z -b) 

00 

= J e-<z-b)uufo(u)du. 
0 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 
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U UV U U JU 
Jvf0(v)dv = jv Je-h5f(s)ds = Je-h5f(s) J vdvds = 2 Je-hs(u 2-s2)f(s)ds, (4.8) 
0 0 0 0 s 0 

after an integration by parts (4.7) can be written as 

00 

E>zF(z) = (z-b)j e-(:-bluf2(u)du. (4.9) 
0 

Now (4.2) and (4.3) follow by induction. To prove (4.4), substitute for fin(u) in (4.2) and interchange 
the order of integration. Then 

(E>,rF(z) = (z ~~) f e-hvf(v) f e-<z-b)u(u2-v2tdudv 
n .2 o v 

= (z -~) f e-zvf(v) f e-<z-b)ssn(s +2v)ndsdv. 
n !2 o o 

By using the binomial expansion for (s + 2v )n, we obtain, 

(0.)"F(z) = (z -b) ~ [n]2n-k(jooe-z•vn-kf(v)dv) f(n +k + 1). 
- n!2n k~O k 0 (z-b)n+k+I 

The right side can be written as in (4.4). 

LEMMA 2. Let F(z)=z-Y,-y;;o.O. Thenforzfl.{0,b},-TT< argz=s;;;TT, 

(0 )nF(z) = _I_~ (n +k)!f(y+n-k) 
: f(-y) k~O k !(n -k)!2k zn -k+Y(z -b )n +k 

and 

(0z)nF(z)J:=I.b=O = f(2n+l+y)f(y/2) 
2n +l f(n + 1 +-y/2)f(-y). 

PROOF. In Lemma 1, let f (u) =uy-l /f(-y), -y>O, so that F(z)=z-r. Since 

( -l)n-k(z-r)(n-k) = f(y+n-k) 
f(-y)zr+n -k ' 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

the relation (4.12) follows from (4.4). The restriction Rez>O can be removed by analytic continua
tion. Again by (2) and (3), 

(4.15) 

= f(2n + 1 +y)f(y/2) 
2n + 1 f(n +I +-yl2)f(-y) · 

This proves (4.13). For -y=O, take the limit in (4.12) and (4.13) as -y~o+. 

LEMMA 3. Let F(z) = {zY(z -t)}- 1,-y;;o.O. For zfl.{0,b,t}, -TT< argz~TT, 

e )n{ l } = _I_~ (n +k)! n.~/ f(I +y) 
( z z'Y(z-t) f(-y)k~ok!2k(z-bt+k t~ol!zt+r(z-t)n-k-1+1 (4.16) 



Furthermore, 

1 f(2n +2+y)f(y/2+ 1/2) 
(8:)"{ }l:=l,1=/JolJ = I · 

zY(z-1) 211 + f(y+l)f(n+312+y/2) 

PROOF. For y>O, apply Lemma I. Let 

j(u) = _l_Jvr-le(u -1·J1dv. 
f(y) 0 

For each t,f (u) is of finite exponential order cr = a(t) and 

I 
F(z) = ,Rez >cr. 

zY(z -t) 

Since 

(-l)"-k(F(z))(11-kl = ~ (y(n- -. 11-k[n-kl f +/) k I)' 
t=O I f(y)zr+l(z-t)"-k-1+1' 
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(4.17) 

(4.18) 

( 4.19) 

(4.20) 

the relation ( 4.16) follows from ( 4.4 ). By analytic continuation the equality holds for all 
z,z e {b,t }, -7T< argz :s;;;;'IT. Again for z = l,t =b =O, 

j(u) = uY /f(y+ I). 

Hence, (4.17) follows from Lemma 2 by replacing y by (y+ l). As in Lemma 2, (4.16) and (4.17) hold 
for y = 0 also. 

LEMMA4. Forze{O,b,t},-7T< argz=s;;;;7T,-7T<argt=s;;;;'IT,y;:;;.O, 

!18:{(1/z)Y(z-t)- 1 } = (tlz)Y{(z-t)- 1 - Po(t)<f>o(z) - P 1(t)<f>1(z)}. (4.21) 

PROOF. Let 

J(t) = ~l,E>:{(t /z)Y(z-t)- 1} = tY(t-b)E>:{z-y(z-t)- 1} (4.22) 

By Lemma 3forn=1, 

J(t) = (t / z)Y(t -b){ 1 
2 + 1 + } (4.23) 

(z -b)(z -t) (z -b)2(z -t) z(z -b)(lz -t) · 

After some rearrangement of the terms, we can write 

J(t)=(t/7)Y{ I - I + y(t-b)} (4.24) 
~ (z -tf (z -bf z(z -b)(z -t) · 

By expressing the right side of ( 4.21) as 

- ty+I ty+I y I 
K(t) = z Y{ - --( - + )} 

z (z -t) y+ I z(z -b) (z -b)2 

and differentiating with respect tot, we can easily verify that J(t)=K'(t). The equality in (4.21) holds 
because the two sides are equal for t =O. 
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5. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1-4. 
Proof of Theorem 1. The representation (3.1) for <f>211 - 1(z) follows from (2.15) and (4.12). For the 
representation for <f>211 (z), use (2.15) and apply (4.12) to (E>:)"(z_"_ 1). To obtain (3.3) proceed as fol
lows. By (4.2) and (4.3), for f (u) = uY- 1 /f(y),Rez>max{Reb,O},y>O, 

(5.1) 

By a change of variable, 
oo I 

(0z )"(z -y) = z -b j e-(z -b)uu2n +y j e -hus sr '(1 -s2)" dsdu, 
f(y)2"n! 0 o 

(5.2) 

1 x 
= z -b jO -s2 )11 5,,-1 j e -(z -h +hsluu2" +y duds. 

f(y)2nn ! O O 

The interchange of the order of integration is justified when Rez>max{Reb, O} and the inner integral 
can be given explicitly. Now use (2.15) to obtain (3.3). The condition on z can be relaxed because the 
integral converges for all z except for z =~b, O~~~ 1. The integral representation (3.4) can be obtained 
similarly. 

Proof of Theorem 2 
It is enough to prove that for lzl>lbl, 

li Ip () ( )1 1/n :s:: ltl+lbl 
~~p n t <f>n Z ~ lzl-lbl. 

By (3.1), 

l l ± f(y+n -k)(n +k)! 
l<i>zn-1(z)i~ (lzl-lbl)2n f(y)k=O k!(n-k)!2k 

1 
= (lzl-lbl)2n [4>211-1(z)]z=l.b=O· 

Again by (2.15) and ( 4.13 ), 

I.;::: f(y+2n + l)f(y/2) 
l<Pin -1 (z)....,. 2" + 1 f(y/2 + n + l)f(y)(lzl-lbl)2n . 

By the duplication formula for the f-function, 

I I.;::: 211 f[(y + l )/ 2 + n ] 
<l>zn - I (z) ~ f[(y + 1)!2J(lz I- lb i)2n . 

Similarly, 

I I& 2"f(y/2+n + l) 
<f>zn(z) ~ f(y/2+ l)(izl-lblY"+I. 

Again, by (1.4) after a change of variable, 
n 1 

IP2n-1U)I =I ~f j(l-v)"- 1{(l+v)t-2b}11 - 1v"dvl 
211 - (n) 0 

~ ltl" j1(1-v 2)(1tl+2lbl)"- 1vYdv 
211 -I f(n) 0 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 
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,,;:: [t\([t[+[b[)2" 2 J_ l'[(y+l)/2]f(n) 
-:" 211 - 1f(n) 2 r[(y+l)/2+n] 

:o;;;;([t I+ [b [)211 - I f[(y + l )/2] 
2"f[(y + 1)/2 + n] 

To obtain a bound for [P 211 (t)[. use integration by parts in ( 1.5). For y>O, the integrated term van
ishes at both ends. Thus, 

-y I 

P (t)= yt j{t2 -u2 -2b(t-u)}"u"Y- 1du. (5.9) 
2" 2"f(n+1) 0 

By using the same technique as above in the computation of a bound for [P 211 - 1 (t)[. 

Ip (!),,;;;; ([t[+[b[)2"f(yl2+l). (5.10) 
2" 2"f(y/2+n + 1) 

For y=O, this inequality can be obtained directly from (l.5). By (5.5) and (5.7), for n = 1,2, ... , 

([t[ + [bl)2n - I 
[P2n-1(t)<f>2n-1(z)j~ (jzj-[b[)2", (5.11) 

and by (5.6) and (5.9), 

.;:: ([t[+[b[)2n 
[P2n(t)<f>2n(z)[...,. ([z[-[bj)2n+I · (5.12) 

From (5.11) and (5.12) above, we obtain (5.3). 

Proof of Theorem 3. We note that by (2.5) and (2.14), for n = 0, !, ... , 

IrE>z {(t I z)"Y Pn(t)c/>n(z)} = (t I z)"Y Pn +1(t)c/>n +1(z). 

By induction and Lemma 4, we obtain the equality 
2n - I 

(/1E>2 )"{(t / z)Y(z -t)- 1 } = (t / z)"Y {(z -t)- 1 - ~ Pk(t)<f>k(z)}. 
k =O 

Also, 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

We will prove that under certain restrictions on t and z, the right side in (5.15) approaches zero as 
n-HX). Let jz[>max{[t[,,8} and let 

p = rnin{[z[-Jt[,[z[-,8}. (5.16) 

By Lemma 3, 

j(E>,)"{z-Y(z-t)-1}1~ [z[~:+1 ± (n+~)!"~kru;y) 
f(y)p k =O k !2 I =O I. 

(5.17) 

[z 1-y ((Cl )" { -y( )- I }) 
f(y)l)2n +I Oz z Z - t z = 1,1 =b =O 

[z[-Yf(y+2n +2)f[(y+ 1)/2] 
p2" + 12" + 1 f(y+ l)f(y/2 +n + 3/2). 

Now use the duplication formula for the f-function so that 

1(0 )"{z-Y(z -t)-1 }[~ [z[-Y2"f(y12+n + 1). 
z p2n+lf(y/2+1) 

(5.18) 
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An integral representation for (11tf (t) is 
1 I 

U1Yf(t) = 2n _ 1 f(n) [{t 2 -u 2 -2b(t -u)}n-l(u -b)f (u)du. 

Therefore, for f(t)=(0Jn{(t / z)Y(z -t)- 1 }, after a change of variable, 

IU1r(e:r{(t I z)Y(z -t)- 1 }I 
1n+y I 

= 1 2n-I f(n) /{t(l-v 2)-2b(l-v)}n-l(0zY- 1 {z-Y(z -tv)- 1 }vY(tv -b)dvj 

~ W +yjzj-Y2"f(yl2+n + l) /1 {jtj(l-v2)+2jbj(l-vW- 1(jtjv +jbj)vY dv. 
211 - 1f(n)p2n+lf(yl2+1) 0 

(5.19) 

(5.20) 

The last inequality has been obtained by using (5.18). Now use integration by parts. For n;;;a:l,y>O, 
the integrated term vanishes at both ends. As in (5.8), 

IU1r(8;)11 {(t /z)Y(z-t)- 1 }1~ (5.21) 

ltl"+yjzj-Yyf(y!2+n + l) JI yY-1(1-v2)"{jtj +11£L }ndv~ jtjY(jtj+ lbl>211 . 
f(n +l)p2n+lf(y/2+1) 0 l+v jzjYp211 +l 

This inequality also holds for y=O. It follows that the left side in (5.14) approaches zero as n~oo 
when ltl + ,8<min{jzj- jtj,jzj-,8}. Therefore, ~~=0P11 (t)<pn(z) =(z -t)-1 for all z and t which satisfy 
this condition and in particular, when t is bounded and z is large enough. Since (z -t) is analytic in z 
and t and the series converges uniformly when (jtl + ,8)(jz j-,8)~ 1-8< 1 for every 8>0, the equality 
holds when It I+ ,8< jz I- ,8 by analytic continuation. 

Proof of Theorem 4. 
It can be shown in a straightforward manner that on C, 
(a) Pm(t),Pn(t) are orthogonal for m,n =O, l, ... ; 
(b) <f>m(t),(Mt) are orthogonal for m,n =O, 1, ... , 
(c) Pm(t),<f>11 (t) are orthogonal for n;;;a:m +1,m=O,I, .... 
Therefore, it is enough to show that P m(t)<f>n(t) are orthogonal on C for n <m. Without loss of gen
erality, we may assume that C is the positively oriented circle lwl =rand that itl + 2lbl <r. Then, 

1 Pm(w) 00 I oo 
Pm(t) = -2 . J--dw = ~ Pn(t)-2 . j Pm(w)<f>11 (w)dw = ~ CnP11 (t) (5.22) 

7Tl C W - t n =O 7Tl C n =O 

where 

(5.23) 

The interchange of the order of summation and integration is justified by the absolute convergence of 
the series when w is on C. By (c) above, 

m 

Pm(t) = ~ CnP11 (t). (5.24) 
n =O 

Since Pn(t) are linearly independent, it follows that en =O for n =O, 1, ... m -1 and Cm= 1. Hence 
({Pm},{<f>11 }) is biorthogonal on C and (3.7) holds. 
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6. PROOF OF THEOREMS 5.8. 
Proof of Theorems 5. As in the proof of Theorem 4, 

I IM 'X) I 
f(t) = -2 . J dw = 2: Pk(t)(-2 . ff (w)<j>k(w)dw), 

7Tl C W - t k =O 'TTI C 
(6.1) 

the interchange of the order of summation and integration is justified by the absolute convergence of 
the series when It I+ 2/3<r. This provides the expansion (3.8). Next, 

n -I 

~R.i(t) = f (t)- 2: ckPdt) 
k =O 

1 1 n-1 1 oo = -2 . J {--- 2: Pk(t)<j>k(w)}f(w)dw = -2 . j { 2: Pk(t)<f>k(w)}f(w)dw. 
'IT/ C W - t k =O 'ITI C k =n 

Since by (5.11) and (5.12), 

I l:i;:: ltl+lbl k 1 
Pk(l)<pk(w) ....,,( lwl-lbl) ·( lwl-lhl ), 

luu ( )l:i;:'. 1 ( ltl+lbl )n 2'1Tr j( ) 
.rinl """"'1'TT r-lbl r-ltl-21hl1~';~ w. 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

The right side is maximum when lbl = /3 and provides the bound (3.11 ). To obtain the bound (3.12), 
use the representation (5.14) in (6.2). 

c:1t2nU) = -21. J<zlt)Y(J1 r((~:)n{(t / z)Y(z -t)- 1 }dz (6.5) 
'IT/ c 

= t-Y(J1)'1tY-21. JzY(E>:)n{z-Y(z -t)-l}dz. 
'IT/ c 

By Lemma 3 and the inequality (Al), (see Appendix), 

1-2
1 .jzY(0:Y1{z--Y(z-t)- 1 }dzl (6.6) 
'IT/ c 

- n (n +k)! n-k f(l +y) 1 J dz 
- lk~ok!2kf(y),~o /! 27Tic z'(z-b)n+k(z-t)n-1-k+l I 

~_l/_(0.)n{z-Y(z-t)-l}I-- __ = Nf(2n+2+y)f(y/2+112) . 
(2n)! - .-l.r-b-O (2n)!2"+ 1f(y+l)f(n+3!2+y/2) 

Now we use the same technique as in (5.20) and (5.21) to obtain an upper bound for 1%n I except that 
we use (6.6) for the inner integral in (6.5). This provides (3.12). 

Proof of Theorem 6. By (3.1) and (3.9), 

= _l_ k f(y+k -/)f(k +I+ 1) 1 j f(w) d 
c2A-1 f(y)1~0 /!(k-/)!2/ 27Tic wk-l(w-b)k+I w. 

(6.7) 

Therefore c2k-I =c 2k- 1(b) is an analytic function of bin lbl<r. By using the inequality (5.5) in (3.9), 

I . I~ f(y + 2k + 1 )f(y/2)r 1 r. I (6 8) 
< 2k - I ....,, 2H1 f(y/2+k + l)f("y)(r -lbi)2k rll~~u(w). . 

The right side is maximum when lbl=,8 and we obtain (3.14). Furthermore, by (Al), 

I 1 J f(w) d l:i;:: N 
2'1Ti c wk -l(w -b)k +I w """'(2k -1)! 

(6.9) 

where N=maxlf2k-l>(w)I when w is on the line segment joining w=O and w=b. Therefore, 
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1 k f(y+k -l)f(k +I+ 1) N 
lc2k-il:s;;;(f(y),~o /!(k-/)!2' )(2k-l)!' 

(6.10) 

The bound (3.16) follows by using (4.13). 
The corresponding statements about c2k are proved in a similar manner. 

Proof of Theorem 7. 

j(t) = _l. j.&::ldw--1. jl.Mdw 
2mc, w-t 2mc, w-t 

(6.11) 

where C1 and C2 are the positively oriented contours lwl=R and !w!=r respectively. For ltl+2.B<R, 

1 .iM oo 1 f -2 . f dw = ~ Pk(t)-2 . j(w)cJ>k(w)dw, (6.12) 
me, w -t k=O me, 

and for r +2/3<1tl, 

- 1-f f.Mdw = - ~ cf>k(t)j f(w)Pk(w)dw. (6.13) 
2'1Tic, W -t k =O c, 

The series in (6.12) and (6.13) converge absolutely. Since f (w) has no singularity in r~lwl~R,C, 
and C 2 can be replaced by C. 

Proof of Theorem 8. By (2.22) and (3.9), 

- oo 1 
t YOi)'l{(Y'iitin(t)} = ~ Pk(t)-2 . jcPk+2n(w)j(w)dw 

k =O 'IT! C 
(6.14) 

Since by (2.14), 

c/>k+2n(w) = w'Y(E> .. )n {w-y</>k(w)}, (6.15) 
00 00 

~Pk(t)'f>H2n(w) = wY(E>w)n{w-y ~Pk(t)cJ>k(w)} = wY(8wt{w-'Y(w-t)- 1}. (6.16) 
k =O k =O 

The interchange of the operator (8w r and the summation is justified by the uniform convergence of 
the series when It!+ 2/3<r -S:s;;;lwl when Scan be chosen arbitrarily small. 

Furthermore, we can interchange the order of summation and integration in (6.14). Hence, 

t-Y6i)'1{t'Y%n(t)} = -2
1 . jwY(8w)n{w-Y(w -t)-I }j(w)dw. (6.17) 
'ITl c 

By(5.18), 

(6.18) 

This proves (3.19). To prove (3.20), we use (4.16) for the expression wY(8 .. t{w-t)- 1(w -t)- 1} and 
then (Al). Since, 

I _1_ J dw Is;:....!:!_ 
2'1Ti c (w -bt +kwl(w -t)n-k-1+1 -= (2n)!' (6.19) 

jt-YOi)'!tY%n(t)i:s;;;-l- .± (n +k)! n'ik f(l +y) )....}:!_ (6.20) 
f(y)k=O k!2k i=O /! (2n)! 

= f(2n +2+y)f(y12+ 112) N 
2n+lf(y+l)f(n+3!2+y/2) (2n)! 
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The last expression above follows from ( 4.17). By using the duplication formula for the f-function we 
obtain the inequality in (3.20). 

7. AN APPLICATION TO ASYMPTOTICS 

Let 
1112 

l(x,a) = j ex(cos8+Bsinald(J (7.1) 
0 

where x~co and a is the uniformity parameter. There are saddle points at 8-values satisfying 
sin8=sina. The most important ones are Bo =a, B+ =w-a, B_ = -w-a. We assume that 
lal:o;;;;;ao<w/2, a real and a0 fixed. Then the saddle points 8-:!:_ are bounded away from the interval of 
integration. When a changes sign the saddle point B0 leaves or enters the interval of integration and 
the asymptotic behavior of the integral changes abruptly. Therefore, the point a=O is of particular 
interest. 

OLVER [2] has discussed the same integral. Here we use the theory developed in the previous 
chapters and in SONI and SLEEMAN [3] to give the first 5 terms of an asymptotic expansion of (7.1) 
which holds uniformly in lal:o;;;;;ao, a real. We also provide some numerical error bounds. The expan
sion is expressed in terms of the integral 

a 

Q(x,a)= j e-xu'12 -bndt, (7.2) 
0 

which is related to the error function erf(x). We have 

.,. ~ +xb' .,. ;-;- .,. r;-
Q (x,a) = V he· [erf(b V 2) + erf((a-b) V 2)]. 

7.1 Transformation to standard form 
The integral (7.1) is reduced to the standard form (l.6) by means of the transformation 

l-cosB-Bsina=w2!2-bw (7.3) 

where 

b = V2 a{(asina+cosa- l)/a2 } 112. (7.4) 

In (7.3), Band ware complex variables; B=O maps into w=O and B=a into w=b. By (7.4), bis an 
analytic function of a for lal :o;;;;;ao. When a is real, b is real and has the same sign as a. The transfor
mation (7.3) has been discussed by Olver. By (7.4) we write, 

w -b = V2(8-a){[(a-8)sina+cosa -cos8] / (8-a)2} 112 (7.5) 

where the principal value of the square root is taken. The mapping (7.5) is analytic and one to one in 
a domain Q9 which properly includes the strip IRe81:o;;;;;'7T/2 in the 8-plane. The inverse map B=8(w) is 
analytic on the corresponding domain Qw in the w-plane. 

Olver considered the strip IReOl :o;;;;;w/2. However, to obtain realistic error bounds we use larger 
domains no,nw. Let W± be the images of(}± =+w-a (the "other" saddle points). That is, 

w± = b+[4cosa + 4asina + 2wsina]112 , (7.6) 

where the square root is positive for the values of a considered here: -ao.;;;;;a:o;;;;;ao. We take 

Qw = C \ { [ W +. + 00) U ( - CO, W - ]} 

Note that dBi dw, which can be obtained from (7.3), is singular at w ±. For that reason we delete 
branch cuts on the real axis in the w-plane. The images of these branch cuts in the 8-plane are 
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denoted by S ± and defined by the equation 

Tsina = sino sinh T, (} = a+ iT, a, T real 

It follows that S ± are given by (see Figure I) 

_ + _ . ( TS!Ila ) l11l 
a - _'TT arcsm . h , rEll'\\. 

sm r 

s_ 
I 
I 
I 

' : -'IT 
~~~~~-+-~-+~~~~~~----t--~---------+----;..-TI 

-+ (j 

et==TI I 4 

FIGURE l, Domain Ou bounded by the curves S±. 

(7.7) 

Using Olver's methods it follow that w(B),O(w) are analytic in the domains 08 ,!Jw, respectively. By 

the transformation (7.3), 

K 

e-xl(x.a) = f e-x(w'll-hw)g(w)dw 

0 

(7.8) 

where 

g(w) = .!!.§._ = w -b 
dw sin()- sina 

(7.9) 

and by (7.7), 

K = b +[(2a-1T)sina + 2cosa]112. (7.10) 

Note that O(w), and therefore g(w), has no singularities in Qw, which includes the real interval [O,K] 

and therefore the points w=O,b in its interior. By (7.7), in the neighborhood of 8=a, 

w -b =(8-a)(cosa)112 { l -+tana(8-a)--A(8-a)2 (7.11) 

+ tana (O-a)3 + _l_(B-a.)4 + l9(B-a)5}112 
W 3W ' 

and, in the neighborhood of 0=0, 

w = B{ si~a + ( s~:23a - 2~ )8 + 0( 02) }. (7.12) 

The expressions (7.11) and (7.12) will be used to compute expansion coefficients. In particular, by 

(7.9) and (7.11), 



g(b) = l/~. 

Therefore, 

e-xl(x,a) = (ll~)Q(x,K) + J(x,a) 

where Q(x,K) is defined by (7.2) and 

K 

J(x, a) = J e-x( ... '!2-bw)(w -b)j(w)dw, 
0 

j(w) = {g(w)-g(b)}/(w-b) = (sin8-sina)- 1 -(cosar 1121(w-b). 

7.2 Asymptotic Expansion of J (x, a) 

17 

(7 .13) 

(7.14) 

(7.15) 

(7.16) 

We use the form of the asymptotic expansion given by SONI and SLEEMAN [3] when the upper limit of 
integration is bounded away from the saddle point. (This is different from the expansion given in [2, 
pp. 348].) By (3.10), let 

2n-l 

/(w) = ~ CmPm(w) + '8l:in(w). 
m=O 

Then by [3, Theorem 6], for ""/ = 0, 
n -I n-1 

l(x,a) = Wa(x) ~ C2mx-m+W,(x) ~ C2m+1X-m 
m =O m =O 

n 
-A (x) ~ x-k 6if- 1[R2dK)]+ £(nJ, 

K=I 

where 

K 
£(n) = X -n J 6D'1[R 2n(t)](t -b )e -x(l'l2-bt)dt; 

0 

61) is defined in (2.20) and 

K 

Wi(x) = J ti(t -b)e-x<r'l2-btldt, i = 0, 1, 
0 

A (x) = e -x(K'l2-bK). 

The functions Wj(x) can be expressed in terms of A and Q of (7.2): 

Wo(x) = 1-A(x), W,(x) = Q(x,K)-KA(x). 
x x 

(7.17) 

(7.18) 

(7.19) 

(7.20) 

(7 .21) 

(7.22) 

In (7.18), £(n) is the remainder and provides an error bound. The coefficients Cm are computed by 
using (3.9). Denote by the contour in the w-plane which includes the interval (O,K) in its interior and 
which lies within fl,.,, the domain of analyticity of 8=8(w). Let C6 be the image of C,., in the 8-plane 
Then, 

By (3.1), 

Cm = -2
1 . jJ(w)<pm(w)dw = -2

1 . J {(sin8-sina)- 1 - voo;} }'l>m(w)dw. 
m c. m c. cosa (w -b) 

J (w -b)- 1'/>m(w)dw = 0, m =O, 1, .... 
c. 

Therefore, by (7.9), 
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Cm = _l J 4'm(w(O)) dO. 
2'1Tic, w(O)-b 

The above integral can be evaluated by the residue theorem. In particular, by (3.1) for y=O, 

l 
cfio{w) = -, 

w 
<f>i(w) = 1 + __ 1---:c-

w2( w -b) w(w -b)2, 

3 
!/11 (w) = (w -b)2' <f>3(w) = (w -b)4 · 

We use (7.11) and (7.12) to compute the residues in the above integral and obtain, 

co= .1_{ l ---/!-}, 
b ~ sma 

l l 5 2 } c 1 = 312 { -8 + 24 tan a 
(cosa) 

l {...!.+2-tan2a}- l +-l-
b(cosa)312 8 24 b3 Vcosa sin3a' 

C3 = l 9 77 2 385 4 } 
(cosa)512 { 128 + 192 tan a+ 1152 tan a · 

Thus, by (7.14) and (7.18), 

l 
e-xl(x,a) = ~ Q(x,K) + Wo(x)(co +c2/x) 

2 
+ W1(x)(c1 +c3/ x)-A (x) ~ x -kqY< -l [R2k(K)] + £<2l. 

k =I 

(7.23) 

When K is large, with respect to b, the A-term is very small compared with the other terms. In fact, 
then it can be incorporated in the remainder £(2). In the present discussion we consider the A-term as 
a significant contribution to the expansion, and we compute its two terms. 

Fork= l we have, using (2.20) and (7.17), 

"1P[R2(K)) = R1(K) = f (K)-coPo(K)-c 1P 1(K) 
I 

= 11(1-sina)-cos-"T (a)(K-b)- 1-c0 -c 1K 

and fork =2 

l 
61{R4(K)] = K -b [f(K)-c, -c2(K-b)-c3(K2 -bK)], 

where we used P2(w) = +w2-bw, P3(w) = +w 3 -+bw2. The value of f(K) follows from (7.16) 
and is given by (observe that w = K ~ 0 = '1Tl2) 

f(K) = l l . 
~ (K-b)2 

All coefficients ck are analytic functions in the domain of interest. As a-o. by the relation (7.4), 
co~o. c1-ll8, c2~0. c 3 ~9/128, K-K0 = Yi. Therefore, 

lime-xl(x,a)~ j°e-x1' 12dt + (-1-+-9-) ... r;-. 
,,_o 0 8x 128x2 V h 

... r;- 1 9 
~ V ~ {l +g;+ 128x2 }, x-oo. 
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The expression on the right 1s the same as the first three terms in the asymptotic expansion of 
e-xl(x. 0). 

7. 3 Error Bounds 
To complete the discussion of the uniform asymptotic expansion of e 'l(x,a), we compute bounds 
for the remainder £<2> in (7.23). We can use Theorem 8 (Section 3). However, this general result gives 
a rather rough estimate. In order to obtain sharper bounds and to show further techniques, we 
proceed as follows. 

The expression 6l\2[R 4(t)] in (7.19) can be written as (see (6.17)) 

('D2[R4(t)] = ~ j 0~.[(w -t)- 1lf (w)dw. 
"''c. 

Since by (2.8), (2.9) 

e~.-1- = ; 1 + : , + ~ 
w -t (w -b)-(w -t)· (w -b) (w-t)· (w -b) (w -t) 

we obtain 

(7.24) 

where 

(7.25) 

C 8 is a contour in the 0-plane, for instance the image of C,.. used in earlier expressions, and it encir
cles the points that correspond with w =t and w =b (O=a). 

To obtain error bounds for £<2> defined in (7.19) we need a bound for Gk,m(t). In the Appendix we 
derive the following result 

I I 
B(2, 2Ck -1)) 

IGk m(t)I ~ [(t -w - )-m ,8(-ar<k -1)/2 +(w + -t)-m ,B(a)-(k - l)/l], (7.26) 
· 1TV2(2cosaf12 

where B(p,q) = f(p )f(q )/f(p + q) is the beta function, w ± are defined in (7.6) and /3(a) is given by 

/3(a) = (2a-1T)tana+2. (7.27) 

Before constructing bounds for £(2> we remark that the coefficients c 1 and c3 can be written in 
terms of the G-functions. We have 

c1 = G3.o(t), c3 =3Gs.o(t), (7.28) 

where t does not play a part, since m =O. In Table 7.1 we give the ratios of c1 and the right-hand side 
of (7.26) (with k =3, m =0), and the same for c3• For a we take the values 

a1 = (j I lO)'rr 12, j=O, ... ,9. 

It follows that the bounds are rather sharp for these cases. 

j 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
R1 1.28 1.27 1.26 1.23 1.21 1.19 1.17 1.16 1.15 1.15 
R3 1.14 1.13 1.11 1.10 1.09 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.08 

TABLE 7.1 R 1 =G3,o/ci. R2 =3Gs.olc3, where Gk.m is the right-hand 
side of (7.26); j indicates that the arvalues given in (7.29). 

(7.29) 
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Next we construct two bounds for £(2l. The first one follows from (7 .19) from writing 

K 

j£<2lj ~ x- 2 Jjoll2[R 4(t)J(t-b)le-x(l'l 2-"1>dt (7.30) 
0 

and by using the bounds in (7.26) for the G-terms in (7.24). The second bound follows by using 
integration by parts in (7.19), 

K 

x 3 E(2) = j ~6D2[R 4 (t)]e-x(i't2 -b1 ldt + 6D2[R4(0)]-6D2[R4(K)}A (x), (7.31) 
0 dt 

where A (x) is given in (7.21). From (7.24), (7.25) we derive 

:r ('D2[R 4(t)] = 6G3.4(t)+6Go(t)+3Gs.2(t). (7.32) 

So we obtain 

(7.33) 

By using the estimate (7.26) in the terms of (7.24), (7.31) we have established bounds for £(2). In 
Table 7.2 we compare numerical values of the 'exact' value of £(2), defined in (7.19), (7.23) and (7.31), 
with the estimates that can be obtained from (7.30) and (7.33) (via (7.24), (7.32)). We computed £(2l 
by using (7.23) and numerical quadrature for I (x, a). 

a 

ao 
O'.J 

0'.2 
0'.3 
0'.4 
as 
a6 
0'.7 
O'.g 

0:9 

TABLE 7.2 

x =IO x=25 
£lLl(7.30) £lll(7.33) £\Ll(7JO) £\L)(7.33) 

4.41 5.44 6.91 8.19 
2.33 2.30 3.06 2.36 
2.39 1.97 3.82 1.75 
2.58 2.42 4.05 1.75 
2.64 3.87 3.49 1.88 
2.68 7.34 2.95 2.59 
2.83 16.13 2.72 5.32 
3.37 45.89 2.83 14.91 
4.38 265.20 3.72 66.79 
4.76 1038.00 27.11 2949.00 

Ratios of £(2) and bounds based on estimates in (7.30) and 
(7.33); o:1 are as in (7.29). 

Table 7.2 shows that in most cases the bound based on (7.30) gives a better estimate, especially for 
small values of o: and a near 7T/2. The reason is that the integrated terms in (7.33) have to be taken 
with absolute values, but in fact they compensate the too large values of the the integral in (7.33). 
When a,...,,7T/2 there is a large contribution from the end point t =K. 
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APPENDIX 

We will prove that if f (z) is an analytic function, regular within and on a simple closed contour C 
which has the points z =a,b,c in its interior, then 

1-1-J f(z) d I.,;: N (Al) 
27Ti c (z -ai+ 1(z -br + 1(z -c)n + 1 z -.... (/ +m +n +2)!' 

where 

N=maxlfl+m +n +2)(z)j, 
: ' Li 

6. is the triangle with vertices at a,b,c respectively. 

(A2) 

We will prove (Al) when a,b,c are all distinct. The inequality (Al) holds even when b =c or 
a =b =c. These cases can be considered directly or by taking limit in (A4) below. 

_l_J ((z) d· _ ((a)-f(c) _ [(b)-f(c) (A3) 
27Ti c (z -a)(z -b)(z -c) ~ - (a -b)(a -c) (a -b)(b -c) 

l " I h 

(a -b)(a -c) ff(u)du- (a -b)(b -c) ff(u)du 
(' (' 

I i 

(a -h) [if[c+(a-c)u]-f[c+(h -c)u]}du 

l I 

= j J uf'[c + {(b -c)+(a -b)v} ]dvdu. 
00 

Differentiating with respect to a,b,c respectively l,m,n times, 

Therefore, 

_l_J {(z)/!m !n ! dz 
27Ti c (z -a)1+ 1(z -br+'(z -cr+ 1 

l I 

= j J f 1 +m +n +l)[c + {(b -c)+(a -b)11}u]ul+m + 1(1-u)niJ(l-v)nldvdu. 
0 0 

I 2~ I (z -a)'+'(z-b;m+l(z -c)"+I dzj 

I l 

~N(/!m!n!)-'[u'+m+ 1 (l-u)"du/i!O-vrdvs;;:. (l+mZn+ 2)! · 

(A4) 

(AS) 

Next we construct the bound given in (7.28). A suitable contour Ce to obtain this result is given 
by S + US_, where S ± are defined in (7. 7) (see Figure 1 ). 

Since w is an analytic function of 0 in Q9 and Jwl-HX) as JlmOl-HXl, it follows that we can integrate 
along the boundary S + US_ of Q8 . On these curves w is real and if ()ES - then w E ( - oo, w - ], if 
()ES+ then w E [ w +, + oo ). Note that, when () is on the upper (lower) part of S +, w is on the upper 
(lower) side of the cut [w +, + oo ). Similarly for S _. From (7.25) we obtain 

G (t) = - 1-j+-1-j d() = G- (t)+G+ (t) 
k.m 2 · 2 · ( b)k ( )m k.m k.m · 

711 s 7Tl s. w - w - t 

Recall that O:s;;;1:s;;;K. Hence, assuming for the moment that Os;;.o:<ao, we have 

l(w-t)-"'l:s;;;(w+ -t)-m if W~W+, 
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/(w-t)-m/~(t-w_)-m if w~w-. 

Furthermore, if BES±:.' it follows from (7.7) that 

(w -b )2 = 2[(a - a)sina + cosa-cosacoshT]. 

We want to show that 

(w -b )2 ;;;..2[(2a -'7T)sina + cosa+cosacoshT], if fJ ES+, 

(w -b)2;;;..2[(2a+'7T)sina + cosa+cosacoshT], if BES-. 

To prove the first inequality we have to show that the function 

F( T) = sina('7T-a -a)-(cosa+ cosa)cothT 

is non-negative for TEIR. Using (7.7) we write 

sinhT . 
F(T) = --[(cf>-a)sm<J>+(coscf>-cosa)TcothT]. 

T 

(A6) 

(A7) 

where cf>='7T-a. Note that O~cf>~a. Since TCothT;;?: I if TEIR, and (cp-a)sincp+coscf>-cosa is non
negative if O~<f>~a~ao <'71"12, it follows that F(T);;;..O. This proves (A6). The proof of (A 7) is similar. 
In that case we take <t>= -a-'!T; again, O~cf>~a. 

With the above estimates it is straightforward to construct bounds for Gk.mU ). We integrate with 
respect to T, using d8!dT=da!dT+i, where a is an even function of T. Hence, the contributions from 
daldT vanish. (Observe also that Gk.m(t) is real when t and bare real.) Using (A6), (A7) we obtain the 
following estimates 

IGf mU)/~'TT- 1 (2cosa)-k 12 /w+ -t/-m 7 dT 
· - 0 [,8(-+a)+coshT- l]k/2 

The integral can be estimated by substituting sinhT/2 = u V7p2 (observe that ,8 of (7.29) satisfies 
0~/3(a)~2 if O~a~7T/2) and by replacing the quantity (l + 2,Bu 2) in the resulting integral with the 

smaller quantity I. This gives a beta integral and we obtain 

IGk\,(t)/~ Ytf!If5 [2/3(+a)cosa]-k12 lw±: -tl mB(+,+<k -1)), 

which is the result in (7.26). 
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